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Abstract: Many information fusion tasks involve the processing of Gaussian mixtures
with simple underlying shape, but many components. This paper addresses the prob-
lem of reducing the number of components, allowing for faster density processing.
The proposed approach is based on identifying components irrelevant for the overall
density’s shape by means of the curvature of the density’s surface. The key idea is to
minimize an upper bound of the curvature while maintaining a low global reduction
error by optimizing the weights of the original Gaussian mixture only. The mixture is
reduced by assigning zero weights to reducible components. The main advantages are
an alleviation of the model selection problem, as the number of components is chosen
by the algorithm automatically, the derivation of simple curvature-based penalty terms,
and an easy, efficient implementation. A series of experiments shows the approach to
provide a good trade-off between quality and sparsity.

1 Introduction

Gaussian mixtures as a weighted sum of Gaussian densities are an often used function sys-

tem in various information fusion applications, such as Bayesian filtering [AS72, HBH06],

multi-target tracking [BSL95], density estimation [Sil98], or machine learning [CGJ96],

just to name a few. Since the space of Gaussian densities forms a complete basis system,

Gaussian mixtures can approximate every function with arbitrary accuracy [MS96]. Un-

fortunately, the number of Gaussian components of a Gaussian mixture tends to grow ex-

ponentially when processed recursively. To control this growth and thus, to bound compu-

tational and memory demands, Gaussian mixture reduction algorithms have to be applied

continually.

In recent years, many reduction algorithms have been proposed. Most of them employ a

top-down approach: Two or more components of the Gaussian mixture with strong sim-

ilarity are merged or components that do not contribute much to the mixture are deleted.

These operations are performed recursively in a greedy fashion. The reduction stops as

soon as an user-defined threshold on the number of components is reached. To quan-

tify the similarity between components, local distance measures such as the Mahalanobis
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